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Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 11 (manga)
Subaru Natsuki had just been trying to get to the convenience store, but he wound up summoned to another world. Worse,
he has only one special ability, and he has to die to use it! At least now he's got a goal--save the girl with the silver hair and
bring a smile to her face. But how many times is he going to have to die a terrible death in order to make that goal a
reality?

Rising Sun to the Rescue
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Change the World, One Life at a Time Whether in a dinner with royal candidate Crusch Karsten or another sparring session
with master swordsman Wilhelm, Subaru is often reminded that he has much to learn. However, the opportunity for
reflection is cut short when Rem senses peril at Roswaal Manor. Never one to sit still, Subaru races back to the mansion, but
what awaits him is not for the faint of heart

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Vol. 11 (light novel)
"Hold me, Issei." Are you serious, President?! Issei Hyoudou, recently brought back to life as a devil, works hard every day
in pursuit of his ultimate goal--to become the "Harem King"! Meanwhile, a handsome aristocrat, Riser Phoenix, makes his
entrance, claiming to be engaged to President Rias Her reaction, though, is a surprise to all!

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 2: A Week at the Mansion, Vol. 3 (manga)
With the Witch Cult and the Archbishop of Sloth defeated, Subaru Natsuki is finally reunited with Emilia. As soon as they
reconcile though, the curtain rises on new troubles. Half of the evacuated villagers have yet to return. Hoping to meet up
with Roswaal and the missing residents of Earlham, Subaru and the others head toward the Sanctuary. Waiting for Subaru
there are the recalcitrant residents and Roswaal, who shows him a suspicious smile. And, residing alone on a grassy field in
the dreamscape-a Witch?!

Forgive No More
The bestselling series from author Tappei Nagatsuki continues in this spin-off where some of your favorite characters
capture the spotlight!

Konosuba: God's Blessing on This Wonderful World!, Vol. 3 (light novel)
Subaru Natsuki was just trying to get to the convenience store but wound up summoned to another world. He encounters
the usual things--life-threatening situations, silver haired beauties, cat fairies--you know, normal stuff. All that would be bad
enough, but he's also gained the most inconvenient magical ability of all--time travel, but he's got to die to use it. How do
you repay someone who saved your life when all you can do is die?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 6 (manga)
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Fight! The battle against the White Whale has concluded, but Subaru's fight is far from over. He knows the Witch Cultists
have their eyes on Emilia, so he's brought forces-including Julius the knight, of all unlikely allies-to ambush them and crush
their scheme. But when things go a little too smoothly against Subaru's nemesis, the "Archbishop of Sin" Petelgeuse, a
suspicion lingers: Is there something vitally important they've failed to realize?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Vol. 1 (light novel)
To save himself from another cycle of death and rebirth, Subaru must confront the beast in the forest. But what will happen
to him there when his dear friend Rem snaps?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 7 (manga)
When a devil falls for an angelLong ago, a great war raged between the royal military of Lugunica and the demi-humans. On
that battlefield, a noteworthy young warrior was born---Wilhelm Trias, dubbed the Sword Devil. But despite his skill with a
blade, the boy would need to grow much more before he could become a true hero. This is the story of a legendary
swordsman--and how he learned to love.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 2: A Week at the Mansion, Vol. 4 (manga)
"I know that-what we are. But why do you hate me?" Escape. It was the only word pounding through fallen angel Sage
Cross' mind when her world came crashing in. Fallon was nothing but a painful memory, something she wanted-no, neededto forget. Now she has a chance to let that part of her past go and be in a place where she can finally heal. A place where
lamia and lapsus don't exist and she can just be Sage. But of course, it doesn't last. Nothing ever lasts. Her happily
mediocre life with her cat familiar, Sunny, and best friends, Janie and Perkins, is nothing but a mirage. Especially when a
brooding vampire-first name Adam, last name irrelevant-takes roots in her life. Someone who hates her for simply existing,
yet she is unable to get him out of her mind. Or her heart. With her brother and friends in danger, Sage is the key to either
ending it all or causing the destruction of not one, but two supernatural beings. Fallen angels. Lapsus. Vampires. Lamia.
Who will survive? Sage, the final installment in the Blood Crave Series.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Vol. 2 (light novel)
Change the World, One Life at a TimeHoping to prevent a bloody massacre at Roswaal Manor, Subaru is desperate for
helpeven from Emilia's rival, Crusch Karsten! However, the negotiating table is a strange new frontier for the
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straightforward Subaru. It's simply a matter of life and death, but politics are anything but simple

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World- Ex, Vol. 2 (light novel)
After successfully saving the town from Mobile Fortress Destroyer, Kazuma is ready to sit back and enjoy the hero
treatment: fame, fortune, andcriminal charges?! Now in hot water with the law, he has to find a way to clear his name with
the help of Aqua, Megumin, and Darkness before the judge can sentence him to death. Darkness has a plan to buy more
time, but will it be enough? After all, in this wonderful world, who knows what'll happen?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 1: A Day in the Capital, Vol. 2 (manga)
The Diary of a Nobody is an English comic novel that records the daily events in the lives of a London clerk, Charles Pooter,
his wife Carrie, his son Lupin, and numerous friends and acquaintances over a period of 15 months.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 8 (manga)
A world already in chaos risks becoming even more unhinged in The Present Future Trilogy: A Time to Reap, a dystopian
novel with a chilling perspective of the world future generations may inherit. The year is 2492. The world wrecked by
warring factions, overpopulation, and natural disasters-thanks to global warming and rising tides, which have forced homes,
businesses, and governments to abandon cities and states for higher ground. To combat these threats, Sial Breen, the onehundred-fourteenth US president is trying to unite the world's governments into a Global Union under his leadership.
However, there are powerful people with different visions of what the world needs and who should lead. In order to prevail
Breen makes choices that may cost many lives including his own. Meanwhile, planetary scientist Dr. Inch Marsh desperately
searches for the truth about the Silicon Valley disaster. What he finds leads him far from the world of science into a world of
intrigue. Fiction? Or a shocking glimpse into what the future could be? Only time will tell.

From Sea to Shining Sea
The mind fed too long upon monotony succumbs to the insidious mental ailment which the West calls 'cabin fever.' Bud
Moore, ex-cow-puncher and now owner of an auto stage that did not run in the winter, was touched with cabin fever and did
not know what ailed him. His stage line ran from San Jose, California, up through Los Gatos and over the Bear Creek road
across the summit of the Santa Cruz Mountains and down to the State Park, which is locally called Big Basin, the first state
park of California. For something over fifty miles of wonderful scenic travel he charged six dollars, and usually his big car
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was loaded to the running boards. Bud was a good driver, and he had a friendly pair of eyes--dark blue and with a
humorous little twinkle deep down in them somewhere--and a human little smiley quirk at the corners of his lips. He did not
know it, but these things helped to fill his car.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 9 (manga)
Having lost his deadly duel with Petelgeuse Romanée-Conti, Subaru Natsuki goes back in time once more. Subaru returns to
the world and, yet to shake off the effects of the ferocious battle, works with his allies to weave a new strategy - all to foil
the wicked plans of the body-hopping Bishop of the Deadly Sins. Emilia, remaining behind in Roswaal Manor, also realizes
that something lurks in the vicinity of the mansion. She urges the populace to take refuge, but the circumstances of her
birth prove to be a wall she is helpless to overcome. Yet the arrival of the "Sword Devil" offers her a ray of hope-"If you tell
me ten things you hate about yourself, I'll tell you twelve that I love about you."The ninth volume of the popular web novel,
a tale of encounters and farewells. The third arc, Return to the Capital, reaches its conclusion-!!

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World- Ex, Vol. 3 (light novel)
Subaru Natsuki was just trying to get to the convenience store but wound up summoned to another world. He encounters
the usual things--life-threatening situations, silver haired beauties, cat fairies--you know, normal stuff. All that would be bad
enough, but he's also gained the most inconvenient magical ability of all--time travel, but he's got to die to use it. How do
you repay someone who saved your life when all you can do is die?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Vol. 10 (light novel)
From Award Winning and Best Selling Author Duncan Whitehead, comes the final chapter in the celebrated Gordonston
Ladies Dog Walking Club trilogy. St Patrick's Day is fast approaching, the largest and most popular event in Savannah, but
for the members of Gordonston's dog walking club their priority is recruiting a glamorous new member and defending their
beloved park from encroachers and a rival dog walking club. Meanwhile a professional killer is headed to town with orders
to kill. But just who is his target? For the final time we return to Gordonston, where secrets are finally revealed, lies and
untruths exposed, and once again, as the plot thickens, the residents of Gordonston find themselves entangled in a web of
deep hidden agendas, deception and vengeance. Filled with twists and turns, this novel of revenge, retribution and dog
walking is a fitting end to a series that has gripped readers worldwide. Prepare for the ultimate sucker punch ending and a
conclusion so shocking and unexpected, it will once again leave readers breathless.
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Brightest Kind of Darkness
Having survived both his encounter with the demon beasts and the nigh endless week at Roswaal Manor, Subaru returns to
the capital of Lugunica with Emilia and Rem. Reuniting with friends and foes alike in the city where it all began, Subaru also
lays eyes on the other candidates for queen--Emilia's rivals! Can Emilia win against such formidable opponents? And how
will Subaru react when he discovers the shocking identity of the final candidate?

Unchosen
No more running, no more hiding – it’s time to fight back. The Blake family can only live in security if the truth about the
conspiracy threatening their lives is brought into the full light of day. As the stakes are raised higher than ever before,
James must return to Italy to confront those seeking to destroy those he loves. Forces from around the world, from
Washington to Munich, London to Tijuana, are ranged against him. As the mystery begins to unravel, a shattering revelation
emerges. Dark secrets have survived down the centuries and are in the hands of those who threaten not only him, but the
entire world From international bestselling author Seb Kirby comes the pulse-pounding finale to the James Blake thriller
series, perfect for fans of Harlan Coben, Dan Brown and Ken Follett.

The White Light Chronicles
Having experienced agonizing death numerous times at Roswaal Manor, Subaru seeks to defy his fate once again. Enlisting
the help of the diminutive yet powerful Beatrice, Subaru might finally overcome this trialbut success comes at a steep cost.
Subaru is faced with a choice--will he live with the burden of regret, or will he take his chances and start over again?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World- Ex, Vol. 1 (light novel)
A single baby, born to save a world. Two ancient prophecies, both foretelling the extinction of a race. Two sides racing to
their appointment with destiny. A leader of men, determined to outwit the foretelling of his doom, leads his people in a
sickening massacre to secure the continuation of his race. A single man, troubled with nightmares and voices in dreams,
worries for his sanity as his life crumbles around him. Alone and friendless, Vincent escapes to isolated freedom, the
loneliness forcing him to succumb to the terrifying nightmares and finally, to listen to the voices in the dreams. Many worlds
away across the aching void, Farra listens to the voices in her own dreams, and embarks upon a perilous journey to bring
truth and justice to one troubled soul struggling to find a purpose. The child that is now a man must face his nemesis and
end the tide of evil that laid waste his world as he took his first breath. The voices in the dreams lead them on a journey
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through space and time, from world to world in a desperate struggle for truth, justice, life.

Last Call
Having emerged on the other side of his battle with Archbishop Petelgeuse, Subaru faces an even greater challenge. In this
final volume of Re: ZERO Chapter 3, he heads toward a despair that not even Return by Death might not overcome.

Saint Patrcik's Day - The Gordonston Ladies Dog Walking Club
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still flighty and unpredictable, she knows that loving and losing Teagan
Gallagher has changed her life forever. As she navigates her new life in Boston as a full time working mother, she promises
herself she will never fall in love again. But can she keep that promise after meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who
has fallen for her? Follow Lizzie to Ireland where she struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over again.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 5 (manga)
Rising Sun travels to rescue his cousins who along with the entire town have been held as hostages in the Oklahoma
Territory. After freeing his cousins he travels to the Apache Nations to rescue his blood brother who is being held captive by
the Comancheros. Rising Sun, his cousin and the cowboys from the Tribal Ranch have many adventures during these
rescues. The story is full of action and will keep you on your seats edge reading all about it. If you enjoyed reading the story
of Rising Sun To The Rescue then you will love the next book in the Rising Sun Series. Tell all your friends about the author
Buddy Hannah.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 1: A Day in the Capital, Vol. 1 (manga)
Collections of Mother Goose rhymes.

Sage
Subaru returns to Crusch Karsten's door intent on avoiding the mistakes that led to his latest fatal encounter. He proposes
an alliance between Emilia's and Crusch's campsand to sweeten the deal, he'll offer intel vital to their mutual survival: the
exact time and place the memory-destroying White Whale will appear! Among those listening in is a warrior whose hatred
of the demon beast is a lifelong obsessionHow will Crusch's servant-"The Sword Devil," Wilhelm-react to this opportunity for
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revenge?

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Vol. 9 (light novel)
I dedicate this to my wife, Theresia van AstreaA single White Whale is a nightmare; three might just be a harbinger of the
end! With Wilhelm, the Sword Devil, swallowed by one of the vicious demon beasts, Subaru is desperate to turn the tide of
battle-and against all odds, he might have figured it out. This may be their only chance to end the White Whale's fourhundred-year reign of terror, and it all comes down to one man devoted to both love and the blade!

Crumbling Control
"Crumbling Control is a brilliant read, full of danger and betrayal with romance and heartbreak." - Readers' Favourite
Review After attending a funeral in Aberdeen, Helena meets with a member of the European Vampire Council. Vincent
shares his concerns about the imminent dangers local vampires are facing. After all, the hunters are gathering in London,
local packs of werewolves fight for territory, and Eliza is up to something that will ‘save them all’. Lucious is staying away
from Helena. The hunters shot him full of tracking bullets and every time he stops, they catch up to him. To prevent those
he cares about from being in danger, he ends up calling in a favour from the man he never wished to see again. Helena’s
feelings for Lucious begin to waver as she cannot get in contact with him. Andrew remains by her side and makes her laugh
when everything else is going to hell. How will Helena and Lucious overcome their new trials once the hunters come
knocking on their door, demons escape through the Demon Gate, and the Council begins to crumble? For readers who
enjoyed The Vampire Diaries by L. J. Smith, Twilight Series by Stephenie Meyer, or A Shade of Vampire by Bella Forrest.

The Present Future Trilogy
-Now you get to feel the terror of being crushed by someone three steps ahead of you! Once more, the Mathers domain is
the stage for conflict, and Subaru goes there to strike down Petelgeuse, his mortal foe. But Petelgeuse is a formidable
adversary thanks to his mysterious link with the Witch Cult agents he calls "fingers." And just as victory seems close at
hand-as does a reunion with Emilia-a disturbing change befalls Subaru's body

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 1 (manga)
Once Rose Fisher makes a decision, that's it. End of story. Like when her ex, Patrick, dumped her out of the blue, then
showed up with a super hot, tatted up sex kitten on his arm. Then it was over for good. The end. Poof. Dead to her. Except
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he was everywhere - down the hall, at the bar with their friends, worming his way into her dreams. But with their friends
paired off, they're left alone more and more. Rose is determined to keep him friendzoned - doesn't matter that he stares at
her with a smolder that drops all panties in a ten foot radius. She's over him, and she'll prove it by getting back into the
dating game, Patrick be damned. Patrick Evans is no stranger to consequences. When your mother walks out, your dad
drifts away. When you leave home, you're on your own. And when you run away from the girl you love, you lose her. He
finally has an opportunity to rebuild the bridge he burned, and it's not one he'll take for granted. But he'll have to fight for
her, even if it hurts. Even if it means he'll walk away brokenhearted. Because deep down, he knows that she's it for him.
The trick will be to get her to admit she feels it too.

Cabin Fever Illustrated
"Patrice Michelle writing as P.T. Michelle"--Cover.

High School DxD
After settling things with Garfiel and bringing him onto their side, Subaru and his dearest friends prepare for the next
challenges they must overcome. Emilia challenges the tomb's Trial once more to confront her painful past while one of the
Ryuzu clones recounts how the Sanctuary came to be, recalling the history of this fateful place.

The Real Mother Goose
Let us start over from here. From oneNo. From zero!After a near-fatal encounter with the White Whale, Subaru awakens in
Roswaal Manor distraught. As the very memory of Rem fades from the world, Subaru attempts to fight through the witch's
curse to reveal his "Return by Death" ability in the hopes of conveying the gravity of the danger before Emilia. Subaru
believes he is ready to suffer the consequences, but the price for telling the truth is crueler than he could have imagined

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 10 (manga)
Breaking free of his death loop in the royal city, Subaru awakes in an opulent mansion, being tended to by the twin maids
Ram and Rem. After sustaining terrible injuries, he has been taken to the home of the Margrave Roswaal, Emilia's guardian.
The two maids, along with the young librarian Beatrice, are the sole guardians of the mansion's forbidden library, but their
quiet, peaceful days come to a violent end when another cycle of death begins! Subaru is the only one who remembers the
time he's spent with the people he cares about, but will he be able to save them?
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Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Vol. 14 (light novel)
The third book in the military action/adventure series, An Alternative History of the Confederacy, "From Sea to Shining Sea,"
is the shattering climax of the war between the Confederate States of Mexico, its ally the German Empire, and the Union
and the Empire of Columbia, With the future of Central America at stake the final battle is joined. The rebel fighter Ukimbe,
Easy Sinclair, along with their allies and enemies are all swept to their spectacular destinies.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 3 (manga)
THE WAR IS OVER, BUT THE WEDDING IS JUST BEGINNINGAfter overcoming more obstacles than any couple should have to
endure, Wilhelm and Theresia can finally be together. The hopeful bride and groom soon discover, though, that wedded
bliss comes with trials all its own. After a shaky ceremony and an overly crowded honeymoon, the Sword Devil and Sword
Saint get to enjoy carefree days tackling mundane headaches and the impositions of their loved ones-but true danger lurks
around the corner when the world cries out for the devil of the sword once more!

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 4 (manga)
-It was that simple a story. Armed with the knowledge and experience he has gained through Return by Death, Subaru
seeks to defeat the dreaded Archbishop of Sloth, Petelgeuse, once and for all. The key to his plan: cooperation with knight
Julius Juukulius. Can the two fight as one, defeat their cruel and detestable foe, and permanently extinguish Petelgeuse in
body, mind, and spirit?

The Lilean Chronicles: Book One ~ Redemption
What's the point of having a save if nothing stays the same? The first person ever to kill Subaru is back and she's ready to
make good on her bloody promise! Even though he's managed to overcome the Trial, reaffirming his resolve to support
Emilia and save Rem, nothing is going to be simple if the Bowel Hunter, Elsa, has anything to say about it. Still, Subaru
knows there's no need to panic even after she butchers him again. In the end, no matter how strong the enemy, Subaru can
just use all he's learned before his death to make a foolproof planunless his second visit to the Sanctuary and Roswaal
Manor changes everything he knows!

The Diary of a Nobody
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Adrianna thought she lived in Hell, but it was nothing compared to what was about to happen to her. In 'Adrianna – Blue
Like My Heart' the third instalment of The White Light Chronicles. We get to discover how it feels to be a demon from the
deep, who is one day transported into a weak frail human body. With extracts from Adrianna's personal journal you can get
a real feeling of what it's like to be a creature from the Under World, living in the real world. Find out what really happened
in the years when Lucifer wasn't around to take care of things in the Under World. Only one will rise, but who will fall? All I
can say for sure is not everyone will make it.
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